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Budget
Approved

From left to right: Susan Friedland, Mary WeXford, Jane Gould, Amy Swerdlow, a student, and Florence
Howe at the conference, WOMEN LEARN FROM WOMEN.

February 1O, 1973

1OOO Attend Conference

BY Rebecca Waters
Last night Barnard's Board of

Trustees approved \he proposed
budget estimates for 1973-74.
The estimates provides for a
total budget of $9,828,768 for the
coming school year. This
amounts to an increase of nearly
$300,000 over last year's ex-
penditures. Under the new
budget all current employees of
Barnard College will receive a
salary wageincreaseof 5.Spercent.
The proposal assumes that no
no academic programs or ad-
ministrative functions will be cut
next year, but that no new
programs w i l l be added.
Provision has been made for

as $300,000 to $350,000.
['resident Peterson commented,
"We plan a balanced budget. The
only place where it gets out of
line is in financial aid and then
only in the event federal and
state aid changes to such an
extent that we -can't keep
c o m m i t m e n t to s tuden t s
without a deficit." In these
circumstances Barnard is willing
to operate in a deficit budget
next year.

As the report states, "as a part
of the on-going effort to keep
salaries in line with cost-of-living
increases, to keep salaries com
petitive with "Sister" and other
colleges, and to achieve a

major increases in the costs of reasonable degree of parity with
health service, utilities,
publications, legal services and

the salaries paid at Columbia
College and Columbia Univer-

by Nadine Fetter
Women Learn From Women, a

regional conference sponsored
by women's groups from eight
metropolitan colleges, was held
at Barnard on Saturday,
February 10, About 1000 women,
mostly over 25, white, and
college-educated, attended the
12 workshops and an afternoon
wrap-up meeting. -•'••>•'

In a telephone interview
Tuesday, Jane Gould, director of
the' Wwnen's Center which
helped'organize the conference,
said she was happy with the

Finances
Concern

Lnmnae

response and participation of
Barnard students. Students
volunteered to organize the
conference, worked as aides, and
ran the Day Care Center, all of
which Ms. Gould felt made the
conference a success. She said it
would not even have been
possible without their help. She
said.the. tremendous variety of

which by male criteria is often
synonymous with mediocre
writers.

The point in a women's
education at which sexist at-
titudes first become inculcated
was another topic of discussion.
Barnard students attending the
workshop made clear the fact
that a women's college does not

the Women's Center. The budget sity," full professors, associate
includes the new cost increases professors and assistant

professors will receive a $750
salary increase.^Associates and
instructors will receive a $500

the conference covered points ol necessarily mean a feminist
interest for everyone attending college. Also discussed" were

All
On Tuesday, February 13,

President Peterson spoke about
the "Joint Trustees' Report" to a
group of New York alumnae at a
luncheon in the James Room.
Members of classes from the

it, although it raised questions
without making any final an-
swers. "All. day long, women I
didn't know were coming by the
Women's Center to say how
much they were enjoying it," Ms.
Gould said.

Catharine Stimpson, Assistant
Professor of English at Barnard,
made the concluding statement
at Saturday's afternoon session,
in which she said, "The purpose
of this conference was to break
down barriers." She added that
the theme was freedom, "not a
freedom of arrogance but of self-
determination that transcends
sexuality."

Representatives from each
workshop also spoke at the
afternoon session to report the
main -themes of their groups.
SUNY at Old Westbury held a

coed women's study courses
versus all-women classes. Some
women expressed an opinion
that was a common theme
through several workshops: that
men were at a distinct disad-
vantage for not having had their
consciousnesses raised. 'The
conclusion was that classes
should start out exclusively
women, until women have
achieved self-confidence and a
sense of their own intellectual
worth, and then expand to in-
clude men. „(Continued on page 2)

arising from the agreement
between Columbia and Barnard.
$375,000 has been allotted for
this purpose.

As it now stands the Barnard
budget for next year is a
balanced one. Revenue for
financial aid costs have been
projected at the current 1972-73
level. The administration
recognizes t^iat this is an
unrealistic figure. The difference
in revenue available for this need
and the expenditure that the

.- college • must make is usually
made up by federal and state
grants. The amount the college
will receive from these sources is
not known at this time so that
the exact amount the college will
have to provide is uncertain.
Even with present governmental
grant aid continued, and the
possibility appears strong that it
will receive cutbacks via the
president's budget, this ad-
ditional cost could go to $200,000
to $250,000. If government
grants are not forthcoming, this
cost to Barnard could go as high

ceive a
increase. The full professor at
Barnard will earn $16,750 next
vear. The instructor will earn
$9,000.

The 1973-74 expenditure
estimates are divided into four
categories: Education and
General, Student Aid, Auxiliary
Enterprises and Transfer and
Appropriations. The first
category. Education and
General, is the largest. Revenue
for this area of expenditure
comes for the most part from
student tuition and fees. Barnard
expects to receive $6,335,375
from this source. Other
resources applied in this
category include endowment
income. New York State Grant
income and gift income. Out of
this area Barnard will pay for
instruction and research, the
library, maintenance, ad-
ministration and such services as
the Women's Center, among

(Continued on page 3)

Poor Attendance
Mars Budget Meeting

Nine students, including two
30's,40's, and 50's stressed that a workshop entitled, "Do Women committee members and two
"relationship" with Columbia H,,ve a Separate Experience of representatives of the press,
was never an issue for them, Education? Sftould They?" The attended Friday s Budget
since they had been able to take ques'tion was raised as to why Review Meeting, which was
almost any Columbia course and women in professions don't take intended to be open to students
never HAD to question the themselves seriously. One with questions concerning next

" " " " woman in the workshop j™"'" budget. According to
suggested it was perhaps Forrest Abbott, Barnard
characteristic of middle and Controller, the purpose of the
upper class women, whose jobs meeting was to inform students
are not financially necessary to of potential changes m the
them. Discussion also centered bud?et' particularly the $350
on why the achievements of tuition raise, which was an-

Barnard-Columbia arrangement.
.For the most part the alumnae
seemed pleased with the new
arrangement and -with all

.potential and opportunity"for a
strong, vital .academic com-
..unity which stem from it. .

increase and questioned the
committee on the ways in which
Barnard proposed to take some
of the burden of this increase off
the students.

President Peterson noted that
although so far there was no
change in next year's budget

Courses once restricted, only to ~,,fomen have not
Columbia College—the Con-
temporary Civilization courses-
are now open to the Barnard
students—something of which
the alumnae are quite envious.

One alumna observed .a

u--_ nounced by President Martha
' Tuesday.

Financial Fact Sheet,documented. Florence Howe a
panelist, said "We have to . .
reassess history and" not accept summanzmgbudgets of the past
the male version." The point ivas f»ur yeara *J& Projecting certaui
also made that women^ave to items of n^xt yej ŝ udge^w^

One alumna observed a exp|ore alternative criteria for na.naea oui. ana Duagei com-
pressing need for increased-and. uterary criticism, because ***** members, including Ms.
improved academic guidance for ^ male-dominated literary Peterson. Mr, Abbott. Dean

- - v-... . . . , * 1 T,erovBrenmcr. Housinir Dustudents of both Barnard and
Columbia. This is particularly
evident in a new pressure for the
student, -who in her four years
can choose- but !J2 courses from
an ever-growing, ever-changing
list of over 1200.

•• The alumnae were most
concerned with vthe '.financial

• • ' '• •• : (Continued on page 3)

criticism has '
•writers" to a separate category,

There wiU be a meeting of
Bulletin staff on Thursday,
February 15, at 5:00 KM. in the
Balletin office, *07 Meratmh.

Leroy Breunig, Housing Director
Blanche Lawton, Professors
Dennis Dalton and Mary
Mothersill, and students Susan
McNally and Donna Bedel, asked
for questions concerning the
figures on the sheet.

Students attending the
meeting were primarily con-
cerned with next year's tuition Dennis DalUm

concerning the amount of
financial aid, she was certain that
necessary changes would be
made to offset the tuition in-
crease. She mentioned the
possibility of presenting the
Board of Trustees with a deficit
budget for 1973-74 to cover the
additional costs in financial aid-
She added that they would not
know the extent of the deficit
unt i l they determined the
amount of state and federal
grants and loans available to
them for next year.

Donna Redel noted that
Barnard had the smallest amount
in endowments and gifts of the
Seven Sisters schools. Ms.
Peterson suggested a student
drive to increase the amount of
endowments in future years to
help offset rising tuition costs.
Students were encouraged to
visit alumnae in their area and
remind them of the financial
need at Barnard. MS. Barbara
Hertz, Director of Development
at Barnard has instituted a
student fund-raising program.
Interested students should
contact Ms. Hertz in the
Development office.



Women's Conference
(Continued from page 1)

Age discrimination and the
traditional role of the older
woman as volunteer were two
issues discussed in Sarah
Lawrence's ^ workshop on
Women Over 30." Amy Loeb,

spokesperson from the
workshop, received applause
w i t h her statement that "As old
rr women we have individual
problems, but they're societal
problems We should certainly
try to solve our own problems
We also have to change
society "

Hester Eisenstein, a panelist
from Barnard's workshop.

Women in Search of
Autonomy," said the workshops

emancipated lifestyles (sans
marriage) until certain changes
are effected in our culture;
"Controlling Our Bodies," run by
Columbia Women's Liberation,
and which called for the
demystification of the male
medical profession and espoused
gynecological self-examination;
and "Who Will Take Care of the
Children?", a SUNY at Westbury
workshop about which Betty
Scott, a panelist, concluded,
"Women haven't got control x>f
their lives, so they are grasping
in one way or another for control
of their children." Consequently;
they don't trust day care centers
or their mates with the care of
their children in their grab for

purpose was to explore^what some power, to the detriment of
conflicts women encounter when all involved."
they try to become autonomous "
The workshop used TJifj^space
drawings." in which eacfiwonjan
depicted her life at the present
moment In the course of
discussion, the women tried to
discover conflicts in their
drawings, 1 e , their lives, and in
this way, perhaps leave with
their own working definition of
autonomy Ms Eisenstein said
the workshop found that women
must learn to be selfish without
guilt, and to recognize the myth
of the Superwoman, and debunk
it by learning to share
responsibility. Autonomy in
volves making decisions, and
risking the consequences of
those decisions, she said
Another theme of the workshop
was the movement away from
pain to optimism. Ms Eisenstein
conc luded , "Remember the
strength we have as women—
sharing and support Remember
that pessimism is a male trip "

Other workshops were
Androgyny: The Range of

H u m a n Sexual Expression, '
sponsored bv Queens College,
which attempted to explore "the
poss ibi l i t ies of nonpolarised
sexua l relations' , Douglass
( r > l i e g e ' s " E m a n c i p a t e d
Lifestyles," which concluded that
> t mav bc» impossible to lead

Responses to the workshops
were, for the most part,
favorable. Women were very
optimistic about the questions
raised at a conference which held
no answers. Some commented on
the unevenness of the
workshops, some being run in
very formal fashions, while
others were much more personal
and casual. Everyone expressed
disappointment that they could
not attend more than two
workshops.

One woman, explaining why
she attended the autonomy
Workshop said, "Women have
been brought up to be depen-
dents, and we have to learn to
stand on our own two feet-"
Another woman at the same
workshop said she came "to hear
the way other people have
handled their own lives in a
male dominated society." At the
"Women Over 30" workshop, a
woman said she chose it because
"I am right at that age. Between
the women's movement and age,
I'm going through a
dissatisfaction. I wanted to hear
other women's reactions." Most
responses pointed to the fact
that the conference's title was
appropos, and indeed that these
women came to learn, from each
other, what solution they might

Discover the'World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February
Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus-
tralasia and the Orient Over 7500
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna-
tional program A wide range of
financial aid is available Write
now for free catalog

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

use in their personal lives, after
consciousness-raising, and what
directions the Women's
Movement will now take.

One workshop in particular
dealt concretely with what
actions women could take now.
This was "rfow Far will Legal
Solutions Take Us," held by
women from NYU Law School."
This workshop intended to
discuss "how laws such as those
on rape and ̂ abArtion manipulate
and limit women," but ended up
more as a re-examination of the
recent Supreme Court decision
on abortion. The conclusion the
workshop, reached was that the
abortion decision, although
highly touted ,by the press as a
great breakthrough, was not all
it appeared to be.

"This decision is not a vin-
dication of the right of women—
it is a vindication of the right of
physicians," said one panelist.
The language of Justice Harry
Blackmun, who- wrote the
majority decision, starts our
assigning to women the decision
and right to have an abortion.
Midway through, he refers to
"the woman and her physician,"
and he concludes with "the right
of the physician in his medical
judgment-"

The panel asserted that the
abortion decision was "a
tremendously political decision,?
in that the AMA had a vested
interest in it, and that while
Nixon could not personally
approve of abortion (re his non-
acceptance of the report of his
own Commission on Population
Control), nevertheless, the Court
under his administration could
approve it without seriously
harming his image. Fur-
thermore, the decision actually
consists of two cases, during
whjch the self examination
movement started taking hold. It
was approximately at the same
time, asserted members of the
panel, that the AMA endorsed
the Supreme Court's decision,
which explicitly assigns the
performance of abortions to
licensed physicians. It makes
absolutely no provision for
paraprofessionals. As one
panelist put it, "We.re getting
abortion, but what are we
getting in addition: we're, getting
the right to pay a doctor."

The panel also cited what they
thought was destined to become
an historic loophole in the
Court's decision. This is "foot

note 67," in which the_Court
expressly refrains fropn dealing
with the question of the consent
of the "father/husband" or of
parental consent in the case of
minors. This footnote leaves
open the states' right to make it
illegal to perform abortion
without the consent of the
woman's husband or parents.
Eight states now have statutes
requiring the consent of the
husband, and it is possible that
their abortion laws, no matter
how restrictive, may be con-
sidered constitutional. "The one
thing this decision makes clear is
that the abortion fight is not
over," said one panelist. Another
added that "the abortion
decision, in consideration of what
women need and want, is a
travesty."

The workshop also discussed

the Equal Rights Amendment,
concluding that "once it
legislates equality, it won't give
us equality, but will make -fur-_
ther progress possible ... the
Equal Rights Amendment gives
us some authority to have
legislatures and courts consider
certain issues ..."

The workshop in general
concluded that "Law as it is
written and interpreted by men,
will never take us as far as we
need to go, or as far as we could
get on our own... We have to be
active not, only in attaining
rights, but' also in asserting
them. If we've told you anything,
we've told you that the law itself
won't help us," and that women
should organize and make the
effort to bring suits, use
publicity, challenge laws, and
raise issues and consciousnesses.

Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATIVE

COMING TO CAMPUS

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 2O

Admissions representatives will be on campus to
speak to women students, primarily, but also with
any other students who are interested in the Master
of Business Administration Program at Stanford.

Appointments may be made through
The Office of Placement and Career Planning

The Stanford MBA program is a two-year general
management course of studies designed for highly
qualified men and women whe_have majored in
liberal arts, humanities, science, or engineering, and
wish to develop management skiljs to meet the broad
responsibilities which will be required in both the
private and public sectors in the future.

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Stanford, California 94305

DANCE UPTOWN

FOUR PREMIERES
FOUR WOMEN CHOREOGRAPHERS

Hannah Kahn Kathryn Posin
Joan Miller Janet Scares

FebnMry l«fh ft17tb, 1973

119* St. ft
IfhfMHf $150

($1.25CD.I.D.)

PAPYRUS
BOOKSELLERS -
2915 Broadway at 114th Street

(212) 749-6800 - Open 7 days a week 'til midnight
P.S.-We sell the Sunday Times

Today Is Your Last Chance To Apply For

Barnard-Columbia
Freshmen Orientation '73

Sponsor applications are available in:
CAO OFFICE-BARNARD
206 FERRIS BOOTH HALL

510 ENGINEERING (DEAN'S OFFICE)

AD appGcatkHU mutt be returned to either the CAO office of 2M FBN by Feb. 16

LUMUMBA HAY
Saturday February 17,1973

TIME-7:OOP.M. PUCE-KMIS BOOTH HAU.
WOUAUN AUDITORIUM

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY* Wttfmr,

S»NS(»OB,PAIMI*IC«NSTUOBn50l<^
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In Search of
Autonomy

b^Kathleen Graves
The Barnard workshop for

the February 10 Women's ,
Conference was called "Women
in "Search of Autonomy."
Kathleen Graves, a. student at
Barnard was on the Barnard
Workshop committee along with
JBJW Wasley, Deborah Reigh-
also students, Hester Eisenstein
and Susan Sacks, both members
of the Barnard faculty.

I don't think any of us were
entirely sure exactly what a
workshop called "Women in
Search of Autonomy" was going
to be like. The first thing that
became clear was that wejnad to
approach it on two inter-
connected levels. First we had
to explore among ourselves what
our individual concepts of
autonomy were—if we had
gotten so far as to define them—
and from there work out some
kind of collective approach. This
led into the second aspect of our
involvement—the actual
organization of the workshop.

I missed the preliminary
meeting but attended the second
meeting with Susan and Hester.
Our discussions that day were
very fruitful. Hester had
outlined various thoughts she
had come up with concerning
what autonomy meant to her.
Basically these centered around
the idea that women must
develop a new autonomy. We
called it the new autonomy
because it has its roots in
equality and cooperation as
opposed to the now predominant
idea that autonomy stems from
hierarchy, competitiveness and
dependence on authority—i-e.,
that a person's autonomy is a
function of how many people she
or he (generally he) stands on top
of and how our society rewards
her or him for the ability to do
that. This might be called sado-
masochistic concept of linear
autonomy which by its nature
does not allow for the kind of
autonomy we were trying to
define: a multilateral, in-
terdependent autonomy.

This led into a discussion of
how we could implement such
theories. How could we deal with
obstacles we confronted not only
'in our society but among our-
selves and in ourselves. For
example how can I as a student
be autonomous when my father
is paying for my education? How
can a woman find autonomy in
marriage, or even—how do we
deal with the fact that a married
woman's autonomy is questioned
but a married man's is not? How
do we resolve that double edged

, fear of loss of self in a Situation in
which we are dependent at the
same time we fear becoming
independent.

Susan brought up the notion
that we feel it incumbent upon
ourselves—especially those ol us
educated in a college en-

vironment—to prove our in-
dependence- by becoming super .

- women. This struck a responsive
chord because I recognized my
feelings that for me success is
nothing less than total success—
anything less being total failure.
Up until then I had defined that
as fear of the mediocre but in
light of our discussion I began to
understand it as a concept of self
derived not from the positive
affirmation of my self-worh but

,from the devaluation of the
worth of other people. How could
I support the autonomy of other
people if my autonomy depended
on the negation of their
autonomy?

We were able t£ define three
issues for our workshop: First:
What is autonomy—our ten-
tative definition being derived
from the discussion outlined
above with an emphasis on the
need to support each other in our
search for self worth and, in
Susan's words, the ultimate free
expression of our capacity.

Second: Women in search of
autonomy encounter conflicts:
the traditional conflicts of parent
vs. child, teacher vs. student, sex •
vs. career, marriage vs. work
and all the role conflicts within
marriage, job structure, social
structures.

Third: If we could define the
conflicts then what kind of ac
tions could we implement to
resolve those conflicts?

We felt that it was important
first to be able to define those
areas in which we felt conflict. In
order to do this we decided that
we would ask each person in the
workshop to draw a picture of
what their life looked like at that
moment—How they spent their
time, what was important, what
wasn't important but was part of
their life anyway. Then we would
ask each individual to share her
picture* with the person next to
her. She would explain what she
had drawn and both would try to
define those areas in which they
did not feel autonomous and why
this was so. Then each individual
would share her drawing with
the group as a whole. From there
we would try to arrive at action
strategies and personal
definitions of autonomy.

The five of us realized that this
kind of interpersonal contact
would only be realized in small
groups and as the registrations
for our workshop (and all the
workshops) were multiplying at
an unbelievable rate as the
conference day loomed closer we
decided to split ourselves into
five1 groups each of us taking one
of the groups. J

My workshop in the morning
consisted of. about nine women
over forty and nine women under
thirty—we ranged from high
school students to grand
mothers. The women Were very

The panel of Barnard's workshop, "Women in Search of Autonomy."
responsive to the idea of drawing
their life spaces and set about it
enthusiastically. I shared my
drawing with a woman my
mother's age and was very in
terested to find out that she had
just gotten her B.A. and was not
working for a graduate degree
She had supported her husband
through law school ancrwas now
doing something for herself. We
found ourselves agreeing tftat an
important step in beconung
autonomous was to do .something
for one's self, especially
women are imprinted with
idea that their role is to
selfless. (Hester said later in the
dosing remarks that we should
think of what the word selfless
implies )

We also agreed that an im
portant part of acting for our
selves was to make our own
decisions. This was borne out in
the discussion of the group as a
whole and we talked about the
anxiety involved in decision
making concluding that the
important thing was the fact of
making a decision, an act of
affirmation, and that we should
not judge ourselves" on the
failure or success of the decision

Many of the older women were
in the process of getting divorced
or had gotten divorces. They had
been through a great deal of
struggle and were all optimistic
about the new lives they were
making for themselves. One
woman, who had pictured her life
as a joyous explosion of color said
that she felt she was 'finally
becoming self actualized. We
applauded her and I couldn't help
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$1.09 to ctver pistap and kandlinf
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thinking that a year ago I would
have taken this as an implied
criticism of all women who were
not able to say this of them
selves This year, however, as
embodied in the workshop, the
feeling of mutual support and
sympathy was overwhelming
Three women came up and
hugged me after the workshop
and one woman said "There is
something special about women
together. It's very sad that men
do not have this kind of ex
penence We must corlcern
ourselves with that too "

The tone of the afternoon
workshop was very different
-We were a much more
homogeneous group in terms of
age, most of us in our twenties
and thirties. The married women
were experiencing very deep
conflicts within the limitations of
their marriages It was at this
point that I really wished I had'
the answers. One woman had
drawn herself as a small hard
orange dot. Stick figures with
fists were coming at her
demanding she do things for
them These things were

represented by little boxes
These figures were her husband
and children Surrounding this
was a ring of orange that to me
looked like barbed wire She
called this chaos which was both
the things she wanted to do with
her life and those things she
feared most. Down in one.corner,
drawn very lightly because she
said she wasn't sure it was there,
was a small circle she had labeled
"peace' I don't think I will ever
forget the moment she shared
her despair with us Later
another woman said she had
wanted to respond to her
drawing but was afraid she
would cry

The one woman who was
happy in her marriage was the
only woman whose husband had
joined a men s group Other
women were grappling with the
fear that they would be
destroying other's lives by
leaving their families. We didn t
come up with the answersT>ut we
had touched each other and had
shown in the deepest way
possible our care and support for
each other

Alumnae Reactions...
(Continued from page 1)
implications of the report They
were wary because Barnard has
a small enrollment—the smallest
of the seven sister colleges—and
that gifts and aid to the College
just are not as great or as
frequent as in some other in
stitutions The alumnae were
even more unhappy that tuition
must be raised such a great
amount for the 1973-74 academic

year That approximately 64% of
Barnard's student population
receives aid from the college
does not help the situation One
exceptional alumna stated that
she could not give her money to
Barnard because she could not—
in her heart—condone the im
moral l iving situations—coed
housing, lack of rules and cur
fews

$9,828,768 Budget...
(Continued from page 1)
others Barnard expects to spend
more in each of these categories
than it has in the past Finance
for library services for example
wil l rise from $243,533 to
$507,482 The Women's Center
will receive $8,292 more than it
did last year bringing its income

FASTER
5 weeks guaranteed course

DOU BLF or TRIPLF your speed
Understand more, retain more
Nationally known professor

Class forming now
READING SKILLS 864-5112

to $24.912
The proposals approved b\ the

trustees are based on certain
assumptions They include the
expectation that s tudent
enrollment will increase to 1950
next yean the fact that tuition
will rise from $2750 to $3100 and
that the annual room fee charge
will increase by 4 5 per cent
(about $55)

The approval of the budget
proposals authorizes president
Peterson to proceed with the
preparation of the Revenue &
Expenditure Budget for 1973 74
This txact and detailed budget
which determines finances for
each depar tment will be
presented to the trustees in
Apnl
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Participation
Should Mean

Power
Barnard needs money. With the rising cost of living and

the increased amount of money Barnard will have to pay to
Columbia in the future, the school is looking around for
Jur ther sources of income. Next year the increased cost of
education at Barnard will be borne by the students with a
$350 tuit ion raise. Barnard may have to operate on a deficit
once again in order to maintain its commitments to
students now receiving financial aid.

In her convocation speech last week, President Peterson
NidU-d tha t other sources of funds must be tapped in order
to a \o id a yearly tuition hike and to provide the propor-
t .cHi . i to amount of financial aid which will be needed. At the
Open Budget Review Committee meeting last Friday, she
mour.rcd that Barnard will begin an active capitol fund-
r.us'.nc; drive The administration wants students to become
invoked in this drive. It feels that in soliciting funds from
aiumnae and in lobbying activities students are particularly
effec t ive in raising support and money for the College. It
\sas even suggested that the possibility of students
receiving course credit for lobbying and research efforts be
considered. These are good ideas in themselves. Milbank
should not be surprised, however, if students resent this
request for help and if response to it is poor*

At Barnard we have a tripartite system! of committees
that would seem to involve students in decision making at
the school. Student concensus is, however, that this set up
merely presents a facade of student involvement. They feel
t h a t real policy decisions are made elsewhere at Barnard
nd not in these committees. The administration may say
t h a t i! there is a lack of student involvement it is a result of
s tuden t apathy It is true that virtually no students at^
tended the Budget meeting beside those directly involved
w i t h the committee. What must be recognized is that
. ipj thj is not a characteristic inherent in the student.
Apa thy results when the student feels that any effort on
her part will never be met with a positive response. Beside
the fact that the meeting was poorly publicized, students
did not attend because they were being presented with a
fait accompli. As qne student remarked this week, "Worse
than the fact that students are not taken into consideration
at Barnard, is that they are deceived into accepting a
system that pretends to do just that."

It would seem that students will be allowed to participate
at Barnard when they are considered to be useful. If funds
are raised with the help of students then students must
have' a say in where and how they will put it to use. If
lobbying efforts and research work to solicit funds ever
receive course credit then those other political activities
that require so much of students' time must also be con-
sidered worthy of such credit.

In order for students to take this call for commitment to
their school seriously, Barnard must demonstrate that,
in the future, students will be able to take a, real part in

^decision making at this school.
WiWxWx:;:*:̂ ^

BULLETIN apologizes for a typographical error in last
week's issue. The letter from the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War should have read "First, our goal was the
signing of the treaty, but now it is its implementation," and
not "first, our goal was the signing of the treaty, but not in
its implementation^ as was printed. •

In The
Morning Mail

TSA Response
Dear Editor,

The Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAW) wrote
a letter to the editor which
appeared in last week's Bulletin.
The pretext of this letter was to
point out their differences with
myself and the Young Socialist
Alliance over strategy and
tactics for the anti-war
movement. But rather than
addressing themselves to the
issues in a frank and open
manner, the VVAW attempted
to confuse and cloud over the
real, political issues involved
through a red-baiting attack on
the Socialist Workers Party
(SWP)' Thus, readers of the
Bulletin were treated to a good
old-fashioned harangue about
"socialist front groups."

In the tradition of Joe
McCarthy, the VVAW managed
to ignore completely the real
organizations involved in the
January 20th anti-war
demonstrations. National Peace
Action Coalition (NPAC) and the
People's'Coalition for Peace and
Justice (PCPJ).

Far from being an action
"controlled" by~a small handful of
people, the Jan, 20th demon-
strations were endorsed by
hundreds of organizations and
individuals, " including many
trade unionists, student groups,
community groups, etc.
However, the VVAW's dream
world does not end here. They
also claim that the SWP imposed
the "simplistic demand" of "OUT
NOW" on the majority of the
demonstrators. Besides showing
a condescending contempt for
the ' thousands of people who
marched (as if people would
mindlessly accept a slogan that
they did not agree with) this
statement is simply untrue.
Realizing that there were dif-
ferences in the anti-war
movement over the slogans to be
the central demands of the
demonstration, NPAC and PCPJ
adopted a "compromise slogan"
of "Stop the bombing. End the
war." This decision was based on
the understanding that unity in
the anti-war movement is a very
important factor in building a
movement to defend the Viet-
namese from U.S. aggression.
All of the participants in the
demonstration were free to carry
banners of their choosing and to
chant any slogans they chose. It
is true that the slogan "OUT
NOW" appeared on many
banners and was chanted by the
majority of demonstrators. This
only points out the popular
support that this demand has.

It was also decided by the(
many organizations involved in
building for the Jan. 20th anti-
war demonstrations that the
action should be legal and
peaceful in character, and not
disruptive of the inaugural
proceedings. To have disrupted
the inauguration would have
pjay'ed right into Nixon's hands
giving him a pretext to have the
'cops physically attack the
demonstration, thusly diverting
people's attention from the
crucial issue of the war to one of
the orderliness inauguration
itself. Needless to say, had the
demonstration been disruptive,
it would have been much smaller
and would have lost its ef-
fectiveness. As for the charge
made by the WAW that they
were prohibited by the

-demonstration's marshalls from
carrying out a disruptive action
of their own, this is also not true.
The marshalls (which were

organized by NPAC and PCPJ
jointly) simply informed the
demonstrators of the correct
route of the main march but did
not prevent them from going off
to any other actions if they
wanted to do so. If no one
followed the VVAW, it is
because- no one\ 'there agreed
with their tactics, of disruption. It
is as'simple as that.

The VVAW addressed then-
reply to the SWP despite the fact
that the letter was written by a
member of the Young Socialist
Alliance which is a separate
organization. While it is true that
the YSA agrees with ' the
program of SWP including their
analysis of the accords, we would

like to know why VVAW ignored
the YSA which has* been a
consistent builder of and leading
force in the anti-war movement.

While we recognize the red-
baiting .done by the VVAW -for
what it is, an attempt to cloud
over the real political issues, we,,
in the Young Socialist Alliance
think that the question of
Vietnam and the recently signed
accords is a very important one
for the movement to be clear on.
We welcome this discussion and
hope -that the WAW will,
respond again, this time
presenting their real political
ideas.

Arlene Rubensten
YSA

Gildersleeve, Reid

Medals Stolen
On j Tuesday, February 6, famous San Francisco Con-

seventeen of the twenty five ' ference.
medals which belonged to the Helen Rogers Reid, publisher
late Helen Rogers Reid and the of the Herald Tribune and noted
late Virginia Gildersleeve were philanthropist, graduated from
stolen from their display cases in Barnard in 1903. At one point in
the College Parlcjr, Barnard Hall, her career she raised $500,000
It is estimated that the stolen for the women's suffrage
awards Were worth $1000. The campaigns in New York. She
theft, which took place during
the day, was reported by a

served as the Chairman of the
Barnard Board of Trustees for

porter on Tuesday' afternoon, many years. Reid Hall was built
in 1963 with funds she helped to

The medals and avCards were raise. '
part of two separate bequests Ms. Moorman said that the
made to Barnard following the medals "were of great sen-
deaths of Helen Reid and timental value to the College.
Virginia GHdevsleeve. Jane These women were part of'
Moorman, Assistant to the Barnard history and outstanding
President, organized the display women in the U.S.; Virginia
which has been in the College Gildersleeve in the field of
Parlor since last fall. The education and Helen Reid in
collection included awards from journalism." Ms. Moorman said
foreign governments and—that steps to restore the
domestic medals won by the two collection were being taken. "I
women for their dedication • to wish," she concluded, "that they
public service in their lifetimes, had been taken by someone who

Virginia Gildersleeve, Barnard would feel a real obligation to
class of 1899, became the return them."
College's first dean in 1911. Her The honorary degrees of the
administration continued' until two women and the various
1946.. She is'noted as being the Barnard historical documents
only woman member of the also on display were not taken.

Abortion Decision

Victory Rally Held
by Linda Slodki

Qn January 22, 1973, the
women's liberation movement
won a second great victory; fifty
years after winning the right to
vote, we won the right to choose
abortion. The Supreme Court
ruling was sweeping enough to
reveal the potential power of the
women's liberation movement; it
was clearly based on a woman's
right ,to choose, on her right to
privacy, on the very demands
that we had put forward.

But what does the decision
mean concretely? Are state laws
p r o h i b i t i n g a b o r t i o n s
automatically annulled? Can '
abortions be performed After the
first six months? Must they be
performed in hospitals. Can
women under 18 have abortion
without their parent's consent?
How will new abortion laws be
reconciled with antiquated laws
prohibiting the distribution of
contraceptive devices? What will
happen to those doctors' who
have been imprisoned for having
performed abortion before the
Supreme Court decision?

The Women's National
Abortion Action Coalition, which
played a major role in the fight
for legalized abortions and which
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introduced the slogan "a
woman's right to choose"
recently sponsored a city-wide
abortion victory rally—but with
a new dimension. WONAAC
brought together speakers from
the women's movement, the
medical and legal professions,
the political arena and the
European movement to help
answer some of these questions.

Brenda Fegan-Fastean and
New York Congressman Franz
Leichter discussed the legal
implications. Susan LaMont,
speaking for Dr. Barbara
Roberts, national coordinator of
WONAAC, whose plane was
grounded due to the weather, set
the new abortion ruling in the
context of a continuing struggle
for women's liberation.

Greetings from-the Europeai)
movement drew the most ap-
plause from the more 'than 200
men and women who attended
the rally. Nicole Marie described
the recent French demon-
sjxations in defense of Marie-
Claire, a 16-year-old French-
woman charged with her mother
and doctor of "Conspiring" to
have an illegal abortion. Simone
de Beauvoir - signed an _en-

CContmunf on page 7)



Women Learn Front Women

All photographs of WOMEN LEARN FROM WOMEN
by Ann CapUn and Marian Lams
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in sisterhood
Sisters -

Up To A Point
By Elaine Feraru

It seems to me. after attending
the morning workshop "After
Consciousness raising: What?"
at the Saturday conference, that
women in the Movement are only
sisters" up to a point— the point

at which we begin to discuss
political theory At that time, the
gnosts of Marx, Trotsky, Gandhi,
and Mao Tse-tung rise up behind
us and spread their devisive fire
throughout the room. This is
exactly what I saw happening at
this workshop—men, dead ones
at that, speaking through
women

I had gone to the meeting to
hear Dr Phyllis Chesler (author
of H omen and Madness) and was
disappointed that she wasn't able
to speak more than she did. But
she dropped a bombshell in the
meeting near the beginning and
wasn t able to get in two more
words, or even to fully explain
what she meant. She said that
she believed that women may
one day need an armed military
to take the power which we have
been denied for so long. There
was an immediate reaction of
utter horror from many and one
of approval from others.

The point that I believe Phyllis
was trying to make (I may be
wrong) was that women have
been peaceful, loving, and
altruistic too long, that we have
been conditioned to serve others
and work for the freedom,
comfort and happiness of others
while forgetting our own pain
and slavery If selfishness hadn't
been made into a virtue, it would
have been much more difficult
for men to have kept women in
the servant professions. The
time has come to be a little less
generous, a little more selfish,
and to begin to fight for our
selves One major male criticism
of the Women's Movement is just
that—that, by seeing to our own
interests, we are being selfish—
we aren't serving anyone Many
women seem very much afraid of
this label, yet an assertive man is
considered strong, intelligent,
and self motivated.

This fear of selfishness was
somehow carried over into a
discussion of class politics at the
workshop It seemed that half of
the participants spent the penod
damning the panelists, other
participants, and themselves, for
bt ing middle class, and, of
course wealthy, advantaged,
md selfish These sentiments
v , * r c especially expressed
low,a-ds the panelists. Four of
t h i f i \ e were assistant
pro'Vssors of psychology at Rich
mond College (CUNY), which
immediately disqualified them
from any rights of respect from
other women because they were
in a University" and not out in
i he streets and slums The
biuhes had made it in a man's
w o r l d and were therefore
worthless as sisters No, worse
man wor th less , they were
traitors to their lower class
• liters Despite emotional pleas
ihat they had not really made
i t they didn t have tenure, they
lAould never be promoted to full
professor, and they would
probably be fired for their
li-mimst activjties—most of the
workshop seemed unwilling to
l is ten to them

V e r v few people were rea%
listening to anyone In fact, the
discussion seemed almost like a

contest. I had theimpression that
the speakers were trying to
score points. What bothered me
most (besides the general lack of
sensitivity to the sisters in the
workshop) was that so many of
the women seemed to have
adopted the ideology of one or
more famous men and insisted on
remaining loyal to their ideology
in their rhetoric, even if it meant
that they were turning off their
sisters in the audience. And
everyone was so desperately
sorry that they weren't members
of the "lower classes"—the only
women (people) who really
mattered. I'm kind of tired of
hearing that old "How can we
help them" from people who
can't even communicate with the
women in the room.

Yes, I do believe that our
poorer sisters are in a worse
situation than we are, and that we
must not forget them, but I don't
feel that their situation in any way
lessens our own problems, pain,
andtroubles,orthatanyonehasthe
right to tell anyone else that her
wounds don't hurt enough to be
worthwhile.Allofourwoundshurt,
and all of our pain is real. We must
not forget this. Men have been
trymgtomakeusforgetourpainfor
centuries

It is because I try to be sen-
sitive to others' wounds that I
have to disagree with the idea of
the army. Wars cause a great
deal of pain to people, especially
women who don't have the skills

or weapons to defend them-
selves, and an armed "war of the
sexes" is a terrifying thought to
me, I do, however, believe'that
men as a group are the enemy—I
don't agree with the many
women who believe that the_poor
dears really want to be liberated,
we just have to explain it to them
in the right way. They're just
getting too much of an advantage
in the current situation.)

I am not against the idea of an
army because it is unfeminine,
selfish, unrealistic, unaltruistic,
or any of the other criticisms
leveled against it. I am against
any use of violent, armed forces
by the Women's Movement
because we would only be killing
and maiming the very people
whom we are trying to free—our
sisters, our children, our lovers,
ourselves. One thing that we
have learned from men is that
wars never solve anything.

Finally, I don't believe that we
need it. We have an incredible
amount of untapped, nonviolent
power. We need only find the
ways to utilize it. Many of us
have already found these ways
on small scales and programs
certainly don't have to be
national, to be effective. By
speaking, by singing, writing,
'painting, building, ex-
perimenting, teaching, studying,
marching, reading, talking,
lobbying, laughing, and crying,
we .are fighting. No action is
wasted, no matter how small, if
it's a drop in the right bucket.
But before we can save the
world, and ourselves, we must
understand. And we will never
understand until we learn to
listen. '

Self Help Clinic
Organized

by Jean Lichty
Some women from the Bar- -

nard Women's Collective have
begun to organize a workshop in
which they will learn about
female anatomy and various
methods of self-examination.
Last Sunday, eight women at-
tended the initial meeting where
-they decided to use the Boston
Women's Collective publication,
"Our Bodies, Ourselves," as a
guideline and source of in-
struction and reference.

This publication has in-
troduced the concept of "Vaginal
Politics" to many women, a
concept fully developed by Ellen
Frankfort in her recent book. It
exposes and explains the political
implications of male doctors
mystifying the functions of the
female body. It also is an ex-
cellent introduction to the
various gynecological problems
women face. Fifty copies of the
booklet have been ordered by
the group. They hope to publish
and distribute the notes of then-
future meetings in an effort to
educate as many women as is
possible. These notes will1 be
medically informative since the
meetings will be instructional
workshops where women will
both learn and teach one another
about menstrual cycles, con-
traception, vaginal infections,
ancTwhat procedures to demand
at a gynecological exam.

Carol Downer and Lorraine
Rothman of the Los Angles

Day Care Center Progress Report
by Yield Leonard

Because of growing interest
and need for day care facilities
shown by Columbia University's
students and staff, as well as the
surrounding community, the
Columbia University Day Care
Project was set up. Three weeks
ago, the project published its
first progress report. The report
summed up its activities, the
issues it is faced with, and its
recommendations for the future.

One point brought up by the
project report is the fact that day
care programs are becoming a
distinct and expanding field. In
this light, the project has used
the professional resources of the
University to aid community and
pare nt groups. Ms. Valene Jorrm,
theDirectoroftheProjectstatedin
the report: "During this short

time, faculty and students with
differing professional interests in
programs for very young
children . .. have been involved
in a variety of program
development and technical
assistance activities." The
project has also provided
educational experience for
undergraduate and graduate

students.
The Day Care Project at

Colombia is interested not only
in providing day care facilities,
but also in the long range
possibilities in the field of day
care. It is for this reason that the
Project has sought to combine
service programs, development
of educational and research
activities, and student training
and field placements.

In an interview yesterday, Ms.
Jorrin said that "Our Day Care
Project is the mechanism that
tries not just to set up a day care
center, but in addition tries to
develop opportunities for
students, faculty and parents
interested in day care." This is" a
specific program of the Project.
Although many other univer-
sities and collges in the New
York Area have day care ser-
vices, -no other has moved
towards a program such as that
of the University Day Care
Project. Ms. Jorrin said that
although Harvard has a
somewhat similar program, she
has not heard of any other
program like that at Columbia..

A major accomplishment of

WOMEN'S EVENTS
FEB 15—Ellen Frankfort, "Vaginal Politics," Noon, College .Parlor,

Lunch-$1.00
FEB. 15—Women's Filmmaking Festival, "A New Consciousness,"
Whitney Museum, Continued through February 21.

FKB 16—Feminist Weekend at SUNY, New Paltz. Phyllis Chesler
vnil speak.

FEB 21—Barnard Women's Collective Meeting, Rear Lounge, of
Mclntosh, 6-00 P.M. All women are invited.

# * *
Every Tuesday,

COLUMBIA WOMEN'S LIBERATION
meets at 5:30 in Earl Hall.
All women are welcome.

the Project has been the
establishment ofthe Red Balloon
Community Day Care Center in a
University facility. The Center is
staffed by a combination of
professionals, parents, social
workers and student teachers.
The Center's operational costs
are paid for through the fees paid
by parents. All parents must
pay. The fees parents pay dif-
ferentiate according to the
amount of time their children use
the facilities, and the amount of
time they can give as staff. Thus
parents who do not have'time to
contribute as staff, must pay
higher fees.

The Red Balloon made an
application to the New York City
Agency for Child Development
for funds, but because of federal.
cuts, funding by the city does not
seem likely. Ms. Jorrin cited that
"there are many families for
whom paying is difficult, but
because city funding has been
frozen, the likelihood of Red
Balloon receiving any money is
not very great."

In the near future,, the Day
Care Project would like to
become more involved with the
Barnard College Community.
Many staff members are in-
terested in the Project as
parents, and some of the original
group of parents that helped set
up the Red .Balloon Center, were
members of the Barnard
Community. Faculty of Barnard
have conducted seminars on new
teaching approaches and
preschool curriculum that are •
being tried out at the Red
Balloon.

Ms. Jorrin said she would like
to hear from parents-interested

Women's Health Clinic are
known among feminists for
organizing one of the first self-
help clinics for women.-Carol •
Downer was a para-medical aide
in a Seattle hospital when she
realized how ignorant she was
about her bodily functions. She
saw the internal structure of a
vagina for the first time when
she assisted in an abortion at this
hospital. She was fascinated by
her first view of a vagina and
angry that she had been denied
this sight for so long. Under the
auspices of the L.A. Women's
Health Clinic, she began the Self-
Help Health Project. Women
used plastic speculums,-tubular
instruments that are inserted
into the vagina for examination
and medication, to view their
own and each other's cervix and
vagina. Because of this projecf,
Carol Downer faced charges of -
practicing medicine without a
license. Her recent acquittal
constitutes a major victory for
the self-help health movement in
this country. Other women have
started similar projects and
clinics in other cities patterned
after the L.A. Clinic.

Lolly.and Jean Hirsch worked -
with the L.A. Clinic before they
began their series of demon-
strations in various cities. Last
Sunday, they presented slides of
the procedures and practices of
self-help clinics at the radio
station, WBAI. They emphasized
how important it was for each
woman to know what is normal
for her. They pointed out how
many doctors consider tilted
uteruses abnormal when, in
reality, many women have had
them without experiencing any
difficulty. This observation was
made after examining many
women. They both possess a
blatant distrust of the medical,
profession and" encourage women
to treat themselves for many
simple vaginal infections. In
some instances, yogurt can be
applied with a speculum to
combat a yeast infections. They
also cited instances of~ women
delivering their babies with

(Continued on page 7)

in finding out about services for
their won children, and from
people interested involunteer
work. "We would be very in-
terested in having volunteers
come forth who would like to
work with any of the day care
programs with which the
University is related. We would
really like to work with
volunteers." The need for
volunteers is great, and they
need not have any previous day
care experience. /The Red
Balloon Community Day Care
Center has only one paid staff
member. .,

In addition, the Project has
had discussions with various
faculty members of Barnard to
set up courses that would use the -
Red Balloon Center for projects,
and receive credit for them.
"We're trying to work out
arrangements whereby students,
could work on projects in the day
care center for class, assign-
ments," said Ms. Jorrin.

Anyone interested in working
with children through volunteer
work at one of the day care '
centers should get in touch with
Ms. Jorrin at the Columbia
University School of Social
Work.
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Murray Louis

Wit and Command"
Murray Louis, dancer,

choreographer, and teacher
enjoys an international
reputation not only for his
exacting command of the
creative and technical range of
h'is art, but for the perception
and wit he inevitably brings to
his work. Louis' dance creations
are unique and exciting.

Born in New York, Louis grew
up on the Lower East Side,
where his education consisted of
what he calls "the three NTs.
Macy's, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, and ten-cent
movie matinees. In 1949 he met

Alvin Nikolais, an inovator in the
dance world. Louis trained for
six years with Nikolais, and then
went on to dance with the
Nikolai; Dance Company for
eighteen years.

Louis' debut as a dancer-
choreographer was in 1953.
From the beginning he sought to
develop a body that could be
"Totally oriented, and directly
applied and sensitively alive." By
the early 60's the Murray Louis
Dance Company has become an
important element' in the New
York dance scene In 1968 the

Company was selected to
represent the U.S. State
Department in a tour of India.

Murray Louis' choreography is
strictly late twentieth century—
intricate and imaginative. His
ideas explore the whole
panorama of modern existence—
from impersonal outer space
projections, to various and
hilarious displays of man's
eternal quests. He concentrates
on a basic creative process: the
kinetic impulse in the human
body. The primary concern of
Louis' art is motion.

Alvin Nikolais

A Unique Master
The theater of Alvin Nikolais

is based largely on the creation
and resolution of tensions among
structure of energies and time-
space. By molding the ab-
stractions of motion, space, time,"
shape, color, light, and sound
Nikolais creates a direct sentient
communication.

Essentially, Nikolais' dancing
career began in 1933 when he

London:

saw Mary Wigman, the renown
German dancer, perform. At the
time he was interested fn music
and was struck by the use of
percussion accompaniment she
used. He started dancing at her
suggestion, but only in the effort
to make himself an accomplished*
accompanist. Dancing became
his major pursuit. In 1946 he was
offered the task of organizing

Sett Help.

Theatre Scene
By Daona Redd

The theatre is highly
respected by the English and
rightly so. A foreigner is easily
overwhelmed by both the quality
and quantity of theatre in
London. While in London I at-
tended the theatre practically
every night, which is not
as economically outrageous
as it would have been in New
York. My only problem was one
of selection—with around 35

Rally.
(Continued from page 4)
thusiastic telegram "In
Sisterhood." And a Belgian
spokesperson described a recent
demonstration of 10,000 in
Nemurs in defense of the Belgian
doctor, Willie Biers, imprisoned
for having performed some 300
abortions. Each of the European
speakers saw our victory here in
the U.S. as a spur to their
campaign to legalize abortion
throughout Europe.

The Barnard Abortion Action
Committee and the Barnard
Women's Collective are co-
sponsoring a similar event on
campus, on Tuesday, Feb. 20th

.at 7:30 .P.M. in Lehman
Auditorium. Speakers will
discuss the Supreme Court
ruling on abortion and its im-
plications for Barnard and
Columbia students. Ann Glick, a
national staff member of
WONAAC will discuss future
prospects for the abortion,
movement and the state of the
abortion struggle in Europe.

/The re will be a question and
answer period. Everyone is
welcome.

The next meeting of the
Barnard Abortion Action Com-
mitteewilltakeplaceat7:30P.'M.on
Saturday, FeU 18, in the Brooks
Brooks Livingroom in the BHR
dorim Because International
Women's Day is coming up on
March 8, all women are invited to
bring their ideas for activities -on
that date to the next BAAC
meeting.

shows running, my task was
difficult. The quality and
quantity of theatre is a reflection
of the attitude the English have
towards the performer and the
profession.

So much of the English culture
is evident in the protocol of the
theatre. Seats are classified as
stalls, dress circle, and upper
dress circle. Even though in the
U.S. there exists a difference in
seats—orchestra and balcony—
the social and class distinction is
not as great. During intermission
the place to be is most definitely
the bar. but to get there is not as
easy as one would imagine. The
more sensible people—those that
do not want to be pushed,
shoved, and suffocated—can
purchase hot or cold drinks, ice
cream, or candy, and bring them
to their seats. The take out
method may not be as exciting or
adventurous, but it is certainly
less hectic.

Architecturally, the theatres
are fantastic. Each has its own
personality, which is usually on
the ornate side. They are ,a
reminder of the past and the
glory that once belonged to
England,

In a comparison of the quality
of acting inNew York and London,

' the latter generally winds up on
top. The performers use
Shakespeare, as their bible, and
this is apparent in their approach
and technique. They have a
certain polish that the american
actor seems to lack.

As expected, the shows make
constant reference to the
Colonies, and the Monarchy.
Practically every show I saw was
entirely about the Crown or
devoted a.large portion of its
scenes to discussing the Crown.
It quickly becomes evident Just
how important the Monarchy is
to the English* I found their
humor and their display of ,
emotion a bit too reserved, but
then again the shows are
produced for the English and not
a foreigner.

All in all, theatre in London is /
a bargain, and a definite must.

and heading the dance depart
ment of the Henry Street
Playhouse..

His work has been labeled
abstract expressionism. Pop, Op
Mixed Media, but whatever they
may be, his creations are
uniquely his own Each is a
Nikolais production. Nikolais
designs all aspects of his
theater-lighting, decor, music (Continued from page e)
costumes, "choreography. The
dance is an entity with each
phase inter-related, inter
connected and an outgrowth of
each other phase. The dancer is
the driving force, and at the
same tune is a line among lines, a
mass among masses, a color
against colors changing with
light and sound and tune.

MURRAY LOUIS DANCE COMPANY

undue pain amidst all the
"comforts" of a medically staffed
hospital They expressed their
hope for seeing more midwives
trusted ^and used by more
women. At the end of the
session, women looked at these
two women's vaginas through
the use of the speculum

Though the group at Barnard

will not be treating its members
like the members of the L.A
Clinic do, they both share the
same philosophy Donna Futter
man of Barnard explains "One
of the basic ways to achieve
control over your life is to
achieve control over your body
Women can t do this unless they
know something about how their
bodies work."

Women Printmjakers -
Past and Present

by Lorraine Paola
In keeping with the present

trend toward raising women's
consciousnesses, the New York
Public Library at 42nd St. is
presenting an exhibition entitled
"Women Prmtmakers—Past and
Present" My first reaction to
this was that it would be a
relevant, but boring, event. My
predictions proved-false, and the
show was actually quite- in-

teresting and informative.
The prints cover the period

from the sixteenth century to the
present with a very diverse
number of techniques, subjects,
and visions of experience. Many
of the earlier artists, needless to
say, are unknown. As one ap-
proaches the present, the artist's
names become more familiar,
and their work can be seen in
exhibitions whose themes are

Dance Uptown:- Jean
"Homestretch."

less restricted Commercial art
was definitely not a woman s
scene in the previous four
centunes, but a few interesting
exceptions to this generalization
occur In the two works entitled
'Young Girl Playing With
Chickens" and "Self portrait" the
creative efforts of two crowned
heads of Europe are seen. The
former was done by "Carolina
Maria. Archduchess of Austria
and Queen of Naples. 1752 1804
The latter was executed by no
less formidable a woman than
Mane de Media at the age of
fourteen. Mane's work does not
rank among the great master
pieces of art history, yet in its
hard, sparse style, it is an in
terestmg insight into her •
personality and view of herself.

As in any exhibition, some 01
the prints are of high quality,
while some can merely be called
mediocre. The works of Mary
Cassatti fall into the former
category. The library has in
eluded several of her works. One
entitled "Maternal Caresses" is
an intimate scene of mother and
child rendered in the finest detail
and color The figures are soft
and full, yet there is not hint of
excessive sentimentality The
works of Kathe Kollwitz he far
from the maternal caresses of
Mary Cassatti. They are
frightening, expressing various
faces of death m stark black and
white A wide range of other
themes, lying between Cassatti
and Kollwitz, can also be seen
and enjoyed

The show is being given in the
south hall on the third floor of
the library. It" can be seen
Monday through Saturday
between the hours of ten and six
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Miller, dancer and choreographer




